Integrating Community Monitoring and Feedback into HMIS
One set of concerns!!!

1. Is it not important to capture the voice of the community in the HMIS?
2. What happens to the agenda of communitization- if the community voice is just not gathered in?
3. Can HMIS dis-empower the community- make its voice more feeble, more redundant?

Or is that just an esoteric disconnected civil society agenda
Second set of concerns- Community processes in HMIS

- How much does current HMIS try to capture community processes?
- How much do we know about VHSCs, ASHAs, RKS, community monitoring
- There is a community monitoring process ongoing- is there any effort to connect the two?
Possible ways of addressing first set of concerns....

- Provide feedback to the community- formatted reports on a set of five or six indicators to panchayats/VHSCs
- Ask feedback on the feedbacks from the community- especially on deaths.
- Triangulation of deaths with community monitoring.
Ways to address second set of concerns.....

- Build up monitoring strategies for community processes in NRHM
  - ASHA
  - VHSC
  - Community Monitoring Programmes
  - NGO programmes
  - RKS.
Thank You.